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gosh

Inbox
x

Marco Giovenale

8:38 PM (21 hours ago)
to me
i'm so sorry seeing De Villo Sloan and Pete Spence post such hasty/angered notes in facebook.
does "asemic" mean war?
it's crazy!
war is madness, and artists (or whatever) making war means... two times madness!!

I mostly disagree with tons of stuff posted in the asemic writing facebook group, but I never ever
post aggressive comments.

so sorry.

I just wanted to share my astonishment with you.
I'm stunned...

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

10:50 PM (19 hours ago)
to Marco
i am just now reading pete's comments.
they come as no surprise. this is pete's well-known opinion, and this is also his equally
well-known manner of expressing it.
pete is one of the best visual poets ever, in my opinion.
he can also be unbearably abrasive.
i'm glad his point of view is included in the larger mix, but like you i do wish he could present it in
a less offensive style.
he has called many of us many names, mostly one kind of idiot or another.
he may have a good point about asemic writing, particularly its non-existence, a position which i
am on record as sharing.
but he is very seriously mistaken about the intelligence of the people who are interested in the
subject.
so it goes. that's pete.



now, let me go find De Villos contribution.

i am not finding the comment by De Villo. can you point me to it?

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

1:43 AM (16 hours ago)
to Marco
i like this, by you, from 2011

differx
6/11/11
i really like rappel's idea of a "transition strategy"...

often the signs of an ongoing research are not covered nor coded (nor
represented by) any known "language".
they actually build-and-deconstruct some kind of new (non)language.

and it seems to me that our definitions often fail to grasp the
flickering borders of the asemic land.

it seems like we are (happily) dealing with aesthetics, rather than
linguistics.

more. (and incidentally:) i ask myself: do we *absolutely* need
definitions? or do definitions & theory belong exactly to the
territory we are just flying away from?

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

some asemic statements

Inbox
x

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>



11:48 PM (18 hours ago)
to marco
i am sending you a bunch of stuff in the other email, re wikipedia, so you will have all of it in one
place.
copy it, repost it, print it, etc.
the history will be lost or rewritten unless the primary documents are preserved.

Marco Giovenale

12:43 PM (5 hours ago)
to me

i absolutely agree. i am also thinking about an asemic archive.
an online one. but i'm deeply depressed i don't have time to work on it.
it could be so useful...

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

1:29 PM (4 hours ago)
to Marco
all of this frequently makes me very depressed too.
this past week alone i have seen 3 different people on facebook accuse groups of artists and
writers of being stupid.
and i know all of these people!
i'm definitely included in one of the groups of stupid people, and potentially in all 3 of them.
as far as i can tell no one involved is stupid. the name-calling is damaging in so many ways.
i really wish folks in the various art and writing communities wouldn't do it.
it is so unnecessary. so counter-productive.

and i still haven't seen whatever you were mentioning about De Villo yesterday.

Marco Giovenale

1:35 PM (4 hours ago)
to me

You are right.
I meant the comments exchange between yoe and DVS in facebook about history of asemic
writing. As comments to a pic showing several superimposed alphabet letters

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>



2:05 PM (3 hours ago)
to Marco
oh, that. that has become a kind of performance that De Villo and i do in quasi-public spaces
like facebook. he and i have discussed our exchanges in exactly those terms. we are in
agreement about the important stuff.

||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Now

Inbox
x

Marco Giovenale

12:39 PM (5 hours ago)
to me

jim thank you, your mails are fundamental. i'll write you soon.

i tried to reply to pete but i am perfectly conscious he (like many people i don't understand) will
always live in a red alarm pre-war state of mind.

maybe he doesn't feel he's alive unless he fights against some shape or shadow he himself
traces in the sand.

sorry for that...

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

2:01 PM (4 hours ago)
to Marco
pete actually has some very important points if one is able to fight through his offensive
verbiage.
i know what he's upset about, but i can't get him to change how he expresses himself.



part of my recent effort has been to narrow the range of the definition of asemic writing. the
narrower the definition, the more useful the term. if it simply exists as a kind of ubiquitous
ambient potential for human experience, then it really is just another new age notion, and it
functions culturally as a genuinely dangerous contaminant.

i insist on the actual history of this particular time-period, 1997 to the present, because this is
the time period in which  what has come to be known as the asemic movement exists.

the 1974 article you posted recently (The Asemic Writing of Irma Blank) is interesting and
important, but it exists among the ancestors of the asemic writing movement. in itself, it did not
create or even influence the current movement, and also in itself it did not spawn a movement

i will continue insisting that there is no such thing as asemic writing, and never has been. there
is no such thing as asemic anything. if we are to continue using the term at all, it is absolutely
essential to insist that nothing in human experience has ever been or will ever be asemic. if we
can establish that as a foundation, then we can use the term without causing any damage. if we
use the term in any other sense, then we, whether intentionally or not, run the very real risk of
causing permanent damage -- not just to poetry in general and visual poetry in particular, but to
the entire range of activities and experiences even potentially included in or influenced by the
experiences of reading and writing.

i've said all of this before, in different words. you've seen all of it. i recast these ideas here in an
attempt to demonstrate why i think pete's position is important. he is not passionate for no
reason. his voice is in fact essential to the current discussion. the problem with pete is that his
personal attacks on people tend to exclude him from being included in the larger discussion.
that is very unfortunate. so, i will be sure to include him. he's very smart. he cares. i consider
him a friend. i've known him for over 20 years. he can be absolutely impossible to deal with. i
have known that too, for over 20 years.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

5:35 PM (30 minutes ago)
to Marco
in The Third Mind, pages 9 and 10 of this pdf
http://nikoskorpio.net/log/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/William-S.-Burroughs-and-Brion-Gysin-Th
e-Third-Mind-complete.pdf

7. The cut-up, that mechanical method of shredding texts in a ruthless machine ("Take a page
of text and trace a median line vertically and horizontally./ You now have four blocks of text: 1, 2,
3, and 4./ Now cut along the lines and put block 4 alongside block 1, block 3 alongside block 2.
Read the rearranged page"),3 a machine that could upset semantic order—that method has a
history that goes back to Dada. In his Manifestos Tristan Tzara set down the principle of cutting
up the pages of a newspaper, throwing the words into a hat, and pulling them out at random.



Shortly thereafter, Marcel Duchamp, in his Rendezvous du Dimanche 6 fevrier a 1 h 3/4
apres-midi, placed four apparently unrelated texts in four divisions of a square. Such are the
ancestors of this technique, but they are distant ancestors, exemplary in their own way, yet they
made no attempt to establish a new form of readability.

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

And

Inbox
x

Marco Giovenale

1:36 PM (4 hours ago)
to me

I also agree with you about groups, flaming, definitions and critical vocabularies. We dont need
that!

Il giorno 19:34 Dom 10/Gen/2016 Marco Giovenale <mgiovenale@gmail.com> ha scritto:
>
> You are right.
> I meant the comments exchange between yoe and DVS in facebook about history of asemic
writing. As comments to a pic showing several superimposed alphabet letters
>
>
> Il giorno 19:29 Dom 10/Gen/2016 Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com> ha scritto:
>>
>> all of this frequently makes me very depressed too.
>> this past week alone i have seen 3 different people on facebook accuse groups of artists and
writers of being stupid.
>> and i know all of these people!
>> i'm definitely included in one of the groups of stupid people, and potentially in all 3 of them.
>> as far as i can tell no one involved is stupid. the name-calling is damaging in so many ways.
>> i really wish folks in the various art and writing communities wouldn't do it.
>> it is so unnecessary. so counter-productive.



>>
>> and i still haven't seen whatever you were mentioning about De Villo yesterday.
>>
>> On Sun, Jan 10, 2016 at 12:43 PM, Marco Giovenale <mgiovenale@gmail.com> wrote:
>>>
>>> i absolutely agree. i am also thinking about an asemic archive.
>>> an online one. but i'm deeply depressed i don't have time to work on it.
>>> it could be so useful...
>>>
>>>
>>> Il giorno 05:48 Dom 10/Gen/2016 Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com> ha scritto:
>>>>
>>>> i am sending you a bunch of stuff in the other email, re wikipedia, so you will have all of it
in one place.
>>>> copy it, repost it, print it, etc.
>>>> the history will be lost or rewritten unless the primary documents are preserved.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

2:07 PM (4 hours ago)
to Marco
we can have these discussions without name-calling and other obnoxious language.
as proof, i offer the contributions you and i make to these discussions.
if we can do it, others can do it too.
they are much more likely to get my serious attention that way.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

2:20 PM (3 hours ago)
to Marco
i am just now seeing the latest installments of the exchange between you and pete.
i don't understand why he is attacking you personally.
also, in case you didn't see it, the comment he refers to is this:

Jim Leftwich i don't think your anger does you or anyone else any good. for example, you don't
need to alienate Marco. he's as smart as you are. you two could have an important conversation
about all of this.
Like · Reply · 12 hrs

followed by this:



Pete Spence Jim Leftwich with Marco that is all i asked and he walked away...problem is
Aussies seem agressive in this media but thats their way of discarding the crap and getting to
the point
Like · Reply · 12 hrs · Edited
Jim Leftwich you can come off as "my way or the highway" that's for sure, and some folks just
take the highway, it's not an entirely unreasonable response.
Like · Reply · 12 hrs · Edited

the truth is, if he attacks me the way he has attacked you, i will walk away too -- and there will
be no one left who is willing to include his important position in the larger conversation. i really
hope that doesn't happen.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

2:54 PM (3 hours ago)
to Marco
something i want to mention to you, while i have it on my mind:

to my knowledge John Byrum was never particularly interested in asemic writing. i don't recall
him participating in the discussion very much, if at all. his note at the bottom of a postcard he
sent to me was cautionary in a kind of joking way. he certainly didn't intend for it to turn into
anything at all, much something like the asemic movement. we were publishing each other in
our small press magazines (Juxta for me, Generator for him) and we were corresponding a little,
and exchanging publications. his postcard was in response to a TLP that John Bennett made of
some of our collaborative textual poems. actually, they were closer to what Al Ackerman called
"hacks" than they were to collaborations. Bennett sent some poems and i created versions of
them as if following Jasper Johns' instructions for making art  (take an object, do something to it,
do something else to it). my versions were radically destabilized versions of Bennett's already
very open, polysemous "writerly" poems. so, Byrum's note at the bottom of his postcard was
only a way of saying "if you continue with this kind of process you will eventually produce utterly
unreadable poems, with the suggestion being that i was already close to doing that.
the timing of the postcard was such that the word "asemic" resonated for me. i had not
encountered the word before. i used it in the first chapter of Doubt, which was written in 1996:

from DOUBT
An Essay On Nothing (1996)

A ventriloquistic and narcissistic strangeness, inclusive of transcendent banality, considered as
covert form herself, tombs the said salvific then weather into a joke. The least trivial once boring
in legitimacy, an oral sway intends the daily book, luck before solvent content unfolds in
dampened skepsis. Not only the endless mulched in spent intentions, but the ear’s onus as well,
where the modern poet attacks poetry’s dual host. Eventually therein but never expansively
made. Cessation manufactured and despised from the asemic belief in hymns and the moist



crease of everyone once their lives return to the autistic drama of newness, since we are the
incense of a muscular wolf, mostly soft and carrying our dreams in closure. An errant and
random materiality humiliates the presence of banal salvations until we offer our judgements as
a boring immanence. If one admits the toes, one can seem certain of religious hymns, not
altogether in review and urge.

around the same time, Tim Gaze got in touch with me, and we started using the word to
describe some of what we were doing. i don't remember exactly when Tim got in touch with me,
but by the middle of 1997 i was publishing some of his work in Juxta/Electronic:
http://wings.buffalo.edu/epc/ezines/juxta/juxta22.html

that's enough of that for now.

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

and

Inbox
x

Marco Giovenale

9:16 PM (20 hours ago)
to me
another weird thing.

in a 2013 word doc i made as a copy of the wiki page
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asemic_writing i find there's a full quote of your email mentioning
john byrum etc.

and this is in a section called "history".

well. in the present (2016) version of the same web page i do not find trace of history. and i don't
find your email quoted.

!?

i don't know who edits the wiki pages. i only know i struggled several times against wiki editors,
who often refuse texts and/or change stuff at will. it may be the case. but it's sad...



(and i don't know how to defeat their dumb habits. i quit trying to write wiki pages years ago. i
always failed)

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

11:02 PM (19 hours ago)
to Marco
here is something i wrote last july

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Jim Leftwich, Jan 27, 1998 (to Tim Gaze):
A seme is a unit of meaning, or the smallest unit of meaning (also known as a sememe,
analogous with phoneme). An asemic text, then, might be involved with units of language for
reasons other than that of producing meaning.

Tim Gaze
preface to The Oxygen of Truth
The word “asemic” means “having no semantic content.”
November, 1999

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

from Wikipedia
Asemic writing is a wordless open semantic form of writing.
The word asemic means "having no specific semantic content".

1) Asemic writing is a wordless open semantic form of writing.
When did asemic writing become wordless?
Who made the decision?
Why was it important for this kind of writing to be without words?
Does the person who made this decision know that the definition is historically inaccurate?



2) The word asemic means "having no specific semantic content".
When did the word "specific" get added to this definition?
Who made the decision to add it?
Why was it important that the semantic content not be specific?
In this context, how is asemic writing different from polysemous
writing, or ambiguous writing?
Would it not be more accurate to define "asemic" as "having no semantic content"?

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

11:06 PM (19 hours ago)
to Marco
here is Michael Basinksi in 2002

Michael Basinski
The Hold
September 2002

Switch - by Tim Gaze.2002. Anabasis/Xtant.
Unconscious at Cape Paterson - by Tim Gaze & Cornelis Vleeskens. 2002.
Anabasis/Xtant.
Xtant is Jim Leftwich, 1512 Mountainside Ct., Charlottesville, VA 22903-9707.
Anabasis is Thomas Lowe Taylor, Oysterville, Washington 98641-0216. Write to these folks
about prices and other good great books. www.anabasispress.com

Visual works. I am sure that these are examples of imaginative deep writing, they being other
symbols and lines merged into new forms or developing alphabets - now we have a name for
these works - Asemic writing. That is the word: Hear it: ASEMIC. But for me the delight of these
books, written in Asemic, is the reading of this work - because the new writing in these new
worlds/works with other alphabets demands a form of reading that translates into sound each
glyph or string, poem- therefore new sounds must be made and the expansive experience is
then IT. Wonderful to touch down on this terrific planet of other writing. These authors stretch it
and brake it and broke it and IS now someplace else … in the other… place of creativity.
Obviously the air is there breathable, beautiful. Let's go. Paint your wagon, and come along.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

11:08 PM (19 hours ago)
to Marco



here is more from Basinski, in 2002 and 2003, writing about letteral works, rather than
quasi-calligraphic works

Michael Basinski, The Hold, September, 2003
Death Text Book 5 - by Jim Leftwich.
2003. Xtant books. 50 or more unnumbered pages. Jim Leftwich, 1512 Mountainside Ct.,
Charlottesville, VA, 22903-9707. Write for price.

Someone enters who might be a reader. There are these pages of color images of women in
bikinis, provocative, erotic. And they are wearing and merging, emerging from the letters. So it is
Eros that pulls me to the page and I read with that arrow in my heart and Leftwich creates a
communion of language and image, with metaphors of hieroglyphs and petroglyphs and texts
layered upon created and found text, juxtaposing meaning upon meaning, Eve and Gilgamesh
and this horrible American fiasco in Iran, in that place of our original sexual sin energy. And what
is wonderful about this text is that the text is not obliterated but coaxes with enough meaning to
force a reading, an enter-gizing not by meaning but by imagination. Jim Leftwich, I am happy to
see that he has leaped to yet another other place. I’m comin, I’ll be there. Come-on. Let’s leap.

Michael Basinski, The Hold, December 2002
Staceal 1 - by Jim Leftwich.
2002. Unpaged but there has got to be a hundred. Avantacular Press.
1813 Belmar Drive A5, Fort Collins, CO. 80526. $11.23

(Let me must write that this visual work, poems are in the broad general a poetry that demands
eyes and ears working as if these senses were wed and web and that somehow there is this
sexuality/textuality that you must come to.) You see you must read as an improvisation. So you
must write improvisation. Here Leftwich follows the designs of the speaking imagination that
does not speak with dictionary words. Staceal is a neologism. Neologisms rejuice! Leftwich's
work is a reading vertical rather than narrative or even elliptical progression. As one enters the
OPEM, that is a work without boundaries, sort of the way your ship travels in the universe, so
then the imagination enters the contexts and the reading is a finding and discovery, slipping the
hand that is the mind undercover to come upon. The upon is where you are at as a poet. Not
where the French would like you to be. Not where the academy or the non-academy would wish
you to be. But where the poetic source? THE GREAT PO! Is. Yore Is, is the place Leftwich's
Opems arrive.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

11:10 PM (19 hours ago)
to Marco



here is Geof Huth, from 2004

Geof Huth, April 12, 2004
Asemia Becomes You

[reporting from North Easter Island Circle, Englewood, Florida]

Jim Leftwich explained asemic writing to Tim Gaze this way in a note he sent on 27 Jan 1998:
“A seme is a unit of meaning, or the smallest unit of meaning (also known as a sememe,
analogous with phoneme). An asemic text, then, might be involved with units of language for
reasons other than that of producing meaning.”

A history of deliberately asemic writing would be an interesting one to consider. Certainly, it
stretches back to theVoynich Manuscript created probably in the 1600s. In modern times, the
Lettrists (a vibrant and often overlooked group of visual poetry practictioners that, in its latter
years, devolved into the Situationist International, a political movement of no particular import)
were eager proponents of asemia, of the power of the symbol without an accepted meaning.
The pre-concretist Brion Gysin was one of the first to fiddle with the concept of asemic texts
during the early part of the last century.

But the real flowering of this art began at the very end of the 1990s, when visual poets and
calligraphers were, more and more frequently, creating texts that no-one could read. Instead,
the reader faced a text that had an imbalance of information versus esthetics. As Tim Gaze
says, “Writing does not just contain semantic information. It also contains aesthetic information
(when seen as a shape or image) and emotional information (such as a graphologist would
analyze). Because it eliminates the semantic information, asemic writing brings the emotional
and aesthetic content to the foreground.”

There are many reasons for this movement towards asemia. One reason must be that the last
quarter of the twentieth century was a roiling cauldron of experimentation in the world of visual
poetry. More styles and methods of creating verbo-visual works were common then (and now)
than ever before. Another reason is that visual poetry, in general, has been trending more
towards the visual and away from the verbal. Asemia retains the shape of some possible verbal
content, but it is otherwise completely visual. As with the Lettrists, asemic writers of our time
may simply be revolting against the dominance of the word, which is virtually omnipresent in our
increasingly networked and electronic world. Finally, since asemic writing tends to be
calligraphic, this style of writing marks a return to the simple, talismanic page. As Asemic
magazine # 3 notes on its title page, “Paper has more presence than electronic media.”

So let’s take a look at Asemic magazine # 3, which is Tim Gaze’s magazine of writing that
“tends towards the asemic.”



First, on its title page it assigns each author an identifying code, usually the author’s initials. (I
am struck that I naturally chose the term “author,” rather than the more general “artist” to
describe these creators of asemic texts.) These codes appear unobtrusively under each text,
thereby achieving two effects: forcing the reader to pay more attention to the work than to the
creator, and adding another layer of opacity between the reader and the text.

A few of the pieces in this zine do not suggest textness to my eye. They are either drawings or
shapes, but not possible texts. Also, I might have decided that a few of the texts (including, most
notably, a few in French) didn’t come close enough to asemia to include. But all of these are
editorial decisions that deal with the margins of our interest. Our real concern is how beautiful
and affecting these texts are as a group.

In general, these pieces are delicious enigmas, starting with the cover image by Billy Mavreas,
who has a few other texts within these pages. Mavreas’ work here often combines bold text-like
humanoid figures with texts created of plausible alien characters. Each text hits me like a rock.
The cover image includes a sharp-pointed three-armed, two-legged figure that forms, at almost
every juncture of two lines, bold arrows—the largest of which points right towards a simple black
circle. Underneath this figure are four words that form some unreadable text. The entire effect of
this gestalt suggests oppressive political propaganda.

The richness of possibility of asemic writing is what interests me. Hassan Massoudy (a master
calligrapher whose work I haven’t seen in years) produces beautiful professional asemic works;
his calligraphy is sharp but not overly so—this is a man in control of his brush even when he is
creating not a single readable word. Some people write asemic texts over fields of semic text
(Theo Breuer), and some write pure asemic texts within a semic boundary or frame such as that
of a formal piece of correspondence (James W. Felter). Others write texts that suggest they
were written in a rushed hand, thereby explaining away their lack of sense (Nancy Brush-Burr.)
A couple design beautiful overwritten texts using different styles of writing and suggesting
diagrams and layers of meaning (D.E.C.robbins and Andrew Topel). Some write texts that
suggest Asian calligraphy (HKH and Tim Gaze).

Marilyn Dammann provides us with one of the most affecting works, a shimmering chiaroscuro
of text that moves from wiry black text on a white field, to thick white on a black field, to heavy
black text on what has become a black field. This dramatic triptych surges towards us then
backs away. Its three sections are not clearly defined but indefinite; their boundaries are like the
edge of the sea. And this piece is just one reason to find a copy of this magazine.

You can procure your own copy of Asemic magazine # 3 for $10 cash (postpaid). Send your
request off to Asemic, Box 1011, Kent Town, SA 5071, Australia, or e-mail Tim Gaze directly.
And ask about possible trades; even in this electronic world, the old rules of networking still
apply.



Posted 12th April 2004 by Geof Huth

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

11:19 PM (18 hours ago)
to Marco
here is the email to Bill Beamer, the one that used to be quoted in the wikipedia article

from an email to bill beamer (2009)
sometime in the mid-90s, probably 97, a visual poet named john byrum sent me a postcard in
response to a series of poems i had sent him. the poems were letteral variations of poems by
John M. Bennett. in a ps at the bottom of the card byrum wrote something like "if you continue in
this vein you will soon be writing asemic poems". that was the first time i saw the word "asemic".
tim gaze contacted me around the same time. i was thinking about purely textual asemia. tim
was thinking about a more calligraphic form of writing. my textual work was already letteral, and
my visual work was breaking the letter-forms down and becoming a poetry of quasi- or sub-
letteral marks. i started making quasi-calligraphic works and sending them around to poetry
magazines - and calling them asemic. tim was doing something very similar. that was the
beginning of what is now being called "the asemic movement". i promoted the practice (and the
word itself) very energetically for several years (8 - 10 years or so). tim has been even more
energetic and ambitious, and is still going strong. there is a long and complex history preceding
all of this, of course, but this is how the current "movement" got underway. tim can tell you much
more about the history of the term itself.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

11:32 PM (18 hours ago)
to Marco
this is Tim Gaze being interviewed by Michael Jacobson

MJ: How has the internet affected distribution of the idea of asemic writing?

TG: The internet has virally spread the term "asemic writing" & various understandings of what it
is, much more rapidly than my mailed parcels of little magazines.
I've seen third hand quotes of my spiel from www.asemic.net. The Wikipedia entry for Asemic
Writing (mostly written by you)

http://www.commonlinejournal.com/2008/12/interview-tim-gaze.html

so, as of 2008, most of the Wikipedia entry on asemic writing was written by Michael Jacobson.



Michael got in touch with Tim and myself in late 2005 - early 2006.
by then, i had already been using the term "pansemia" for a couple of years.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

11:33 PM (18 hours ago)
to Marco
Contributors
To Tim Gaze's
ASEMIC MAGAZINE

|||||||||||||||

Asemic Volume~1

Jim Leftwich
Tim Gaze
Tom van den Bok

|||||||||||||||

Asemic 1

Jim Leftwich
Mi Jin Ming
John M. Bennett
Frank Osowski
Denis Mizzi
Avelino de Araujo
Spencer Selby
Michael Basinski
Harold Kaplan
pete spence
Cornelis Vleeskens
Tim Gaze



|||||||||||||||

Asemic 2,1

Anabasis/Thomas Lowe Taylor
Avelino de Araujo
Clemente Padin
Cornelis Vleeskens
Diane Bertrand
David Baptiste Chirot
David Dellafiora
Derrick May
Guido Vermeulen
Hartmut Andryczuk
Harold Kaplan
John M. Bennett
Jim Leftwich
Kayoko
Ken Harris
Lea Livne
Louise Tournay
Mi Jing Ming
NBB
pete spence
Paul Silvia
Su Shimamoto
Tim Gaze
Terry O'Brien
Tom van den Bok
Xin Shu Zhang

|||||||||||||||

Asemic Magazine 3



Anonymous
Andrew Topel
Brion Gysin
Billy Mavreas
Cornelis Vleeskens
Abourahmane Diarra
DFC Robbins
Ezra Li
Ficus Strangulensis
Fidel Vidal
HKH
Hassan Massoudy
Jake Berry
JB Murray
Jas W Felter
Jim Leftwich
John M. Bennett
J. Michael Mollohan
Kazim Ali
Klaus Groh
Lanny Quarles
Louise Tournay
Malok
Marcello Diorallevi
Marilyn Dammann
Marvin Jordana
Michael Wilding
Nancy Brush-Burr
Ross Priddle
Theo Breuer
Tim Gaze
Tom Kemp
Tae Lee
Tara Priddle
Terry wilson

|||||||||||||||



Asemic 4

Dimosthenes Agrafiotis
Reed Altemus
Michael Basinski
Derek Beaulieu
Anna Boschi
Nancy Burr
Marilyn Dammann
Christian Dotremont
Thorsten Fuhrmann
Tim Gaze
Annerose Georgeson
Theo Green
Geof Huth
Ulf v. Kanitz
Jukka-Pekka Kervinen
Jim Leftwich
Carlos Luis
John Maizels
Malok
Billy Mavreas
Morita Shiryu
Chris Mulhearn
Rea Nikonova
DEC Robbins
Serge Segay
Mike Skrtic
Christopher Stackhouse
thalia
Andrew Topel
Lawrence Upton
Cornelis Vleeskens
Bill Whitcomb
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Asemic 5



Andrei Molotiu
Alexander Molotiu
Angus MacLise
Alain Satie
Bob Cobbing
Billy Mavreas
Clemente Padin
Cornelis Vleeskens
Fernando Aguiar
Golnaz Fathi
Theo Green
Isidore Isou
Jacques Caux
Jena Hugues
Jukka-Pekka Kervinen
Jim Leftwich
Mark Connery
Max Ernst
Michael Jacobson
Morgan Taubert
Marc van Elberg
Nathanael Archer
Rea Nikonova
Roman Artopolsky
Regina Pouchain
Salgood Sam
Serge Segay
Shmuel
Sophie Maitrejean
Sue Rodwell
Suzan Sari
Tim Drage
thalia
Tommi Musturi
Trent M. Pehrson
Victor Ekpuk
Wlademir Dias Pino
Xaverine Bates

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

11:46 PM (18 hours ago)
to Marco



this is by De Villo Sloan. we have communicated quite a bit in the past year or so about this
subject. he has admitted to not knowing the recent history and has changed some of his views.

Definition of Asemic Writing - Adapted from Wikipedia

Posted by De Villo Sloan on March 9, 2011 at 2:05am in Asemic Writing for Mail-Artists
Back to Asemic Writing for Mail-Artists Discussions

Adapted from Wikipedia

Asemic writing is a wordless open semantic form of writing. The word asemic means “having no
specific semantic content.” With the nonspecificity of asemic writing there comes a vacuum of
meaning which is left for the reader to fill in and interpret. All of this is similar to the way one
would deduce meaning from an abstract work of art. The open nature of asemic works allows
for meaning to occur trans-linguistically. An asemic text may be “read” in a similar fashion
regardless of the reader's natural language. Multiple meanings for the same symbolism are
another possibility for an asemic work.

Some asemic writing includes pictograms or ideograms the meanings of which are sometimes,
but not always, suggested by their shapes. Asemic writing, at times, exists as a conception or
shadow of conventional writing practices. Reflecting writing, but not completely existing as a
traditional writing system, asemic writing seeks to make the reader hover in a state between
reading and looking.

Asemic writing has no verbal sense, though it may have clear textual sense. Through its
formatting and structure, asemic writing may suggest a type of document and, thereby, suggest
a meaning. The form of art is still writing, often calligraphic in form, and either depends on a
reader's sense and knowledge of writing systems for it to make sense, or can be understood
through aesthetic intuition.

Asemic writing can also be seen as a relative perception, whereby unknown languages and
forgotten scripts provide templates and platforms for new modes of expression.

Influences on asemic writing are illegible, invented or primal scripts (cave paintings, doodles,
children's drawings, etc.). But instead of being thought of as mimicry of preliterate expression,
asemic writing may be considered to be a postliterate style of writing that uses all forms of
creativity for inspiration. Other influences on asemic writing are xenolinguistics, artistic
languages, sigils (magic),undesipherable scripts, and graffiti. Asemic writing occurs in
avant-garde literature and art with strong roots in the earliest forms of writing.



Some Artists and Writers who have done asemic work (please feel free to post others who might
be of interest)

Henri Michaux (author, Alphabet)

Cy Twombly

Letterisme - Isadore Isou proposed the poem of the future will be purely formal and devoid of
semantic content (visual poetry - literally)

Brion Gysin (collaborations with William S. Burroughs in particular - collage)

Abstract Expressionists - look at Jackson Pollock

Max Ernst (book: Maximilliana: The Illegal Practice of Astronomy (great title)

Roland Barthes (semiotic literary theorist - Writing Degree Zero is a classic)

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

11:51 PM (18 hours ago)
to Marco
here are all 5 of De Villo Sloan's introductions to the asemic writing project he hosted at IUOMA
in 2011.

Comment by De Villo Sloan on August 8, 2011 at 6:05pm

Here is the introduction for Asemics 16 - Edition 1. Feel free to cut and paste and keep with your
book. All four editions will have introductions. Thanks!

Asemics 16

Collaborative Mail-Art Book Project



INTRODUCTION TO EDITION 1

The global mail-art network, which evolved from art practices in the United States and Europe in
the 1960s, has for decades served as a conduit for visual-verbal forms. Mail-art’s close ties to
the Fluxus movement have unquestionably strengthened this connection. Vital work
long-nurtured by the network includes concrete poetry, visual poetry, haptic and object poetry as
well as the fairly esoteric yet endlessly fascinating practice of asemic writing.

In May 2011, South African artist Cheryl Penn launched an ambitious collaborative mail-art book
project encompassing four editions; this is the first. I have been greatly honored to coordinate
the project with her. The International Union of Mail-Artists (IUOMA), founded by Ruud Janssen
of the Netherlands, has served as an ideal headquarters in cyberspace for an effort that involves
many artists from around the globe.

Through Asemics 16, Penn has sought to chronicle the work of contemporary asemic writers in
the mail-art network, to encourage other artists to explore asemic writing, and to push the
boundaries of current practice. Thus you will find in this edition work by asemic writers who are
well-known in the field. You will also find artists who work in collage, painting, photography, and
conceptual art, among others. By crossing traditional boundaries they have produced
extraordinarily innovative contributions.

The realm of asemic writing includes the invention of imaginary languages with corresponding
symbols and systems for their arrangement. Asemic writing suggests a language, might at times
reveal traces of known language, but ultimately cannot be read as any existing language or
extinct language that has been recorded. Through the absence, discontinuity or disruption of
conventional signification, new meanings and realizations are made possible. Visual and
material elements of written language are brought to the forefront.

Depending upon the approach taken by the individual artists in Asemics 16 – Edition 1, asemic
writing can be wondrously simple or intriguingly complex. Some of the artists found inspiration in
the scrawling of young children seeking to mimic the writing they have seen but not yet
mastered; some delved into personal symbol systems they first created as children themselves.



Other contributors have made asemic signs and syntax from found material and
asemic-suggestive shapes in nature. Some have delved into prehistoric glyphs and ancient
texts; others have drawn inspiration from street art. The result in Asemics 16 is a vast, global
dialog of human expression not constrained by time, space or language.

Asemic writing is also a medium that can be illuminated and explained through advanced
cultural theory in fields including semiotics and linguistics. It addresses deeply philosophical
questions involving indeterminacy, incomprehensibility, and meta-language. This edition with all
its visual richness brings us together in the shared experience of being human and our
relationship to the world.

De Villo Sloan

August 8, 2011

Auburn, New York, USA

Comment by De Villo Sloan on August 11, 2011 at 5:16am

Dear contributors to Edition #2, here is the intro for your books. Feel free to cut and paste if you
want and use as documentation for the book:

Asemics 16

Collaborative Mail-Art Book Project

INTRODUCTION TO EDITION 2



In this second edition of the Asemics 16 mail-art project, you will find remarkable work by artists
from around the world who have shared their talents and ideas to explore and expand the
esoteric and fascinating practice of asemic writing.

We were very fortunate to benefit from the involvement of highly regarded artists and writers
who work on the borderland where text and image meld. I offer special thanks to John M.
Bennett and Cecil Touchon.

Asemics16 is made even more unique because it also attracted artists producing highly
innovative work in areas including painting, collage, photography, and conceptual art. They
brought tremendous excitement and enthusiasm. Their work opens vast possibilities for the
future as we enter an era where traditional notions of poetry, fiction, and the text are reframed
around the concept of post-literature.

The realm of asemic writing includes the invention of imaginary languages with corresponding
symbols and systems for their arrangement. Asemic writing suggests a language, might at times
reveal traces of known language, but ultimately cannot be read as any existing language or
extinct language that has been recorded.

The Asemics 16 book project was launched in May 2011 by South African artist Cheryl Penn. As
the result of her study of U.S. artist Ray Johnson, Penn has led a number of highly successful
book projects through the global mail-art network. The International Union of Mail-Artists
(IUOMA), founded by Ruud Janssen of the Netherlands, served as an ideal headquarters in
cyberspace for an effort that required extensive coordination and communication.

One fascinating aspect of the project made possible through IUOMA was group discussions that
preceded individual work on chapters (and later sharing drafts). These included forming a
consensus definition of asemic writing where participants explored topics including the
relationship of found and natural objects to asemic writing; the relationship of asemic writing to
visual poetry and concrete poetry as well as haptic and object poetry; and applications of
cultural theory to illuminate practice. Examples of work by earlier authors and artists were



discussed, in particular Cy Twombly, Henri Michaux, and the collaborative work of Brion Gysin
and William S. Burroughs.

This second edition is rich in approaches to creating asemic writing. You will see beautiful and
highly expressive cursive script where letters, words, and phrases emerge, mirage-like – hinting
at a message to the reader – only to fade elusively back into incomprehension and fragmented
shapes that rise and fall from the unconscious. Other artists take a material approach,
fragmenting the existing letters into new symbols and syntax. Many of the artists have focused
on placing their asemic work in a relationship with other images, often creating a narrative
context and inventing various hybrid visual-textual forms.

In the pages ahead is a dialog about the nature of language and the human experience by
artists from an incredible array of cultures and perspectives. I invite you to delve deeply and
enjoy their tremendous contributions.

De Villo Sloan

August 10, 2011

Auburn, New York, USA

Comment by De Villo Sloan on August 15, 2011 at 12:26pm

Dear Edition #3 contributors: Here is the preface for Edition #3. Please feel free to use for
documentation or any other way you would like:

Asemics 16



Collaborative Mail-Art Book Project

INTRODUCTION TO EDITION 3

This third edition of the Asemics 16 collaborative book project is a collection of highly innovative
work by artists who are members of the thriving, global mail-art community. On the pages
ahead, you will find work by painters, collage artists, photographers, conceptual artists, and
visual poets. They applied their talents to create new work in the esoteric and endlessly
fascinating realm of asemic writing.

Asemic writing includes the invention of imaginary languages with corresponding symbols and
systems for their arrangement. An asemic text suggests a language, might at times reveal
traces of known language, but ultimately cannot be read as any existing language or extinct
language that has been recorded.

Much asemic writing today mimics symbols transcribed on an otherwise blank page: written
correspondence (cursive asemics), the printed page of a book. Perhaps because visual artists
have delved into asemics as well as writers, color, images, textiles, found text and objects –
among other material – are sometimes employed to provide context and suggest narratives.
Mail-artists, in particular, seem to favor liberally incorporating the visual arts. This accounts for
much of the visual richness of Asemics 16.

This approach is a common thread connecting the work of members of the Asemics 16 project;
the result is the creation of hybrid forms that meld traditional distinctions between the visual
image and linguistic symbol (visual poetry) – pushing us ahead into the era of post-literature
and, paradoxically, pushing us back to the illuminated book and ultimately back to the archaic, to
the origins of language and symbols. A fascinating aspect of this edition is the artists who find
asemic symbols in nature; it is almost as if they wished to erase the heavy accumulation of
culture over centuries and millennia to begin anew. Others prefer to sift among the ruins of older
worlds for inspiration.



Cheryl Penn, a South African artist whose work frequently visits the border between image and
text, deserves great praise for establishing the concept of Asemics 16. I am thrilled to have
been her partner on this adventure. She is founder of the South African Mail-Art School and
developed her process for creating collaborative books from her study of New York City artist
Ray Johnson; he was instrumental in establishing the mail-art movement in the 1960s.

The project was launched in May 2011. The International Union of Mail-Artists (IUOMA),
founded by Ruud Janssen of the Netherlands, served as an ideal headquarters in cyberspace
for an effort that required extensive coordination and communication. One fascinating aspect of
the project made possible through IUOMA was group discussions that preceded individual work
on chapters (and later sharing drafts). These included forming a consensus definition of asemic
writing, providing consciously flexible parameters.

The mail-art community, inherently connected to Fluxus, has been a conduit and supporter of
concrete poetry, visual poetry, haptic poetry as well as asemic writing for decades. It is gratifying
that Asemics 16 can serve as a chronicle for the work of the wonderfully gifted artists who
continue to advance these forms.

De Villo Sloan

August 15, 2011

Auburn, New York, USA

Comment by De Villo Sloan on September 21, 2011 at 10:55am



Below is the introduction for Asemics 16 - Edition #4. Feel free to use it, if you would like, in any
way you would like. All editions will have intros to provide documentation and background. All
four intros are also posted on the intro thread in this group:

Asemics 16

Collaborative Mail-Art Book Project

INTRODUCTION TO EDITION 4 – The Mountain of Signs

In 1936, Antonin Artaud visited Mexico hoping to find among its indigenous peoples the
foundation for a new civilization that would revitalize and replace what he perceived to be the
failed cultures of Europe. Artaud made contact with the Tarahumara tribe and in order to reach
them had to traverse a desolate region which he named “The Mountain of Signs.”

Artaud’s written account of the difficult journey on horseback contains a remarkable passage
where he witnessed the natural rock formations and twisted trees around him transform into
marvelous inscriptions, hieroglyphs, fantastic statues depicting myths that he could not read or
understand but that suggested vast systems of language chronicling an ancient world alive and
energized not by reason but by an alternative source he could only name as magic.

Artaud’s vision of “The Mountain of Signs” is an early and wonderful description of the
experience of encountering and creating asemics and aptly captures the spirit of this fourth
edition in the Asemics 16 project, which can fairly be described as artistic magic.

The fascinating practice of asemic writing includes the invention of imaginary languages with
corresponding symbols and systems for their arrangement. An asemic text suggests a
language, might at times reveal traces of a known language, but ultimately cannot be read as
any existing language or extinct language that has been recorded. Yet, as the pages ahead
reveal, asemic writing is far from being devoid of human expression. Indeed, it succeeds on a
global scale where language so often falls short.



Much of the work in this fourth edition tests the boundaries and practices of asemic writing itself
as they are currently understood, further validating and extending Artaud’s experience. The
artists have found inspiration for their work in all areas of their environments, creating amazing
symbols and structures. As a result, new directions are presented and possibilities for
expression are enlarged.

United by their involvement in the international mail-art network, contributors to this edition are
accomplished painters, collage artists, photographers, conceptual artists, and visual poets.
Applying their considerable talents to asemic writing (arguably most strongly aligned with
literature), they have produced work that is visually stunning and provocative.

While some might seek to secure firm lines between abstract art with asemic elements and
asemic texts, the work in edition four – to the contrary – disregards these distinctions between
text and image in favor of creating altogether new forms. Thus, as the Asemics 16 project has
progressed, the term asemic writing has given way, through a shared consensus, to the concept
of asemics, which seems to be far more open and inclusive.

In their willingness to experiment and explore their imaginations, the contributors to Asemics 16
– Edition #4 open up the possibility of new worlds and new forms of expression.

De Villo Sloan
September 21, 2011
Auburn, New York, USA



Comment by De Villo Sloan on November 17, 2011 at 3:42am

For contributors to Asemics 16 - Edition #5: Here is the introduction. Feel free to cut & paste to
use as documentation. All five intros can be found on the intro thread in this group:

INTRODUCTION FOR ASEMICS 16 – Edition 5

Asemics 16 Collaborative Mail-Art Book Project

ASEMIC SYNTAX

In this fifth edition of the Asemics 16 collaborative book project, we asked contributors to
address the concept of syntax in asemic writing.

Asemics 16 editions document diverse approaches to the creation of written texts whose
symbols do not disclose meaning through the conventional process of reading and are thus
considered devoid of content (a structuralist’s dream of form without content?). In linguistic
terms, it is writing where the relationship between the signifier and signified has been
irrevocably severed; even codes are not fair game.

In the same way the marvelous work by the contributors creates imaginary languages or distorts
and fractures existing languages beyond recognition, the ghost or suggestion of larger
structures that bind the symbols together appear in the work through asemic punctuation,
asemic grammar, guides for linearity (for example Cheryl Penn (South Africa) experimented with
writing backwards), or the simultaneous perception of glyph forms. Asemic syntax mirrors the
structures of languages and their written representations but in no way provides content. (What
then are we to make of asemic fiction?)



The work in this edition shows clearly a traditional connection between asemic writing and
concrete poetry, a shared interest in the materiality of written language. Brion Gysin’s formative
work, following his expulsion from the Surrealist movement by Breton, provides an historic
checkpoint for the Asemics 16 artists.

Gysin’s later asemic writing evolved from his calligraphy using Arabic and Japanese. Combining
the Arabic and Japanese symbols naturally produced grid structures: A move toward creating
asemic syntax as well as the distinctive abstract structures we associate with concrete poetry;
grid structures are used frequently in concrete poetry. An important point is they are grounded in
syntax. Here is Gysin’s work in this area:

The concept continues in work by Cheryl Penn from the Asemics 16 project:

The work in Asemics 16 – Edition #5 expands and extends this tradition with innovation and
imagination. You will find ideas of syntax expressed on the pages ahead primarily through larger
structures that might suggest paragraphs or that explore linearity through horizontal, vertical or,
more ironically, organic, circular or geometric patterns. The frequent use of “overlaying” text,
derived from visual poetry, offers other possibilities for asemic syntax. Ideas for asemic poetry
are presented. This is a remarkable collection of work that you can return to again and again,
discovering more each time.

De Villo Sloan

November 16, 2011



Auburn, New York, USA

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

12:35 AM (17 hours ago)
to Marco
Michael Basinski in 2004

Asemic Magazine. No. 3. - Tim Gaze, editor.
P.O. Box 1011, Kent Town, SA 5071, Australia. You gotta write to Tim for the price or send some
dollars – I understand he is outta work so he needs support. Ya can’t expect something for
nothing. See – being a poet means you be broke and broke – down-under or up-under – don’t
matter. Maybe send a lettuce!

Now… why a magazine? – ? “Paper has more presence than electronic media” that’s a
quote from Tim Gaze – I mean you gotta like this poet – him being Australia’s and world’s
inonavigator and flashlight light into the darkness. Visual poets and poets or all stripes gotta
wish there were more Gazes. And you see Asemic is the best new brand new nude thing
coming in visual poetry in twenty years! Let me quote, “The world “asemic” means having no
semantic content.” That means it is not writing but writing that demands improvisation to
translate. This means there is no arrogance of learned poet. This means sound improvisation is
always a possibility – all works sing! This means pagan – pre meaning. Ah! What joy. All
favorites of visual poetry work within this one like Ross Priddle, Jim Leftwich, Jack Berry, Ficus!
And more endless. And I was happy to find a Brion Gysin work in the mag also. He was once
colleague of William Burroughs. And when I saw it, I said, why yes, Gysin was into this in the
1960s. Now it is asemic and Tim Gaze on his non semantic eastern dragon bakes the cake of
this brand new writing form. A fat issue. You need it. You gotta get with it. Remember that small
press ushered in visual poetry 40 years ago. Time to reinvigorate this genre again you of small
press, you who are gods and goddesses and humble slices of peach pie and black coffee poem.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

12:39 AM (17 hours ago)
to Marco
Michael Basinski from 2004 again

Asemia - by Tim Gaze and Jim Leftwich and Louise Tourney and Joe Maneri and
Abdourahamane Diarra.
2003. 96 pages. Anabasis. Xtant, 1512Mountianside Ct. Charlottesville, VA 22903-9707. Write
for price.

A form or branch of verbo-visual poetry, Asemic writing is an original progression within this
genre. Thank the Gods (and Pixies) some poets are getting beyond the 1960s and into



something other than simulations of Finlay or Cobbing, although, thank the Gods if these had a
proto-generator it might be Cobbing. But, nevertheless, Asemia strikes out boldly into a form of
writing that locates itself in primitive emotive states, pre-aural, pre-intellectual, when the sound
of emotions took forms like these. Carefully rendered glyphs of proto or other writing the works
ask the reader to fully engage them via what senses might be strongest in their particular
reading field. They are not puzzles. Not riddles waiting to be solved but works that form a state
of being that might be or should be the imaginative state. Like keyholes into the substructure of
the spiritual life of letters and words enter and enjoy. Maneri writes a sequence of 24 spirit
poems – sort of a form of spiritually dictated or guided automatic poetry! Poet as medium – I like
it. Not seen this! And Diarra is from Mali – my first read of a vis-poet from that continent. We
speak to each other with a poetry form from the other! Wow again. Wow.

http://theholdfebruary2004.tripod.com/issue76/basinski.html#2

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

The main intention of Brion Burroughs and William Gysin has been to free the text from the
page, to free the word from the surrounding matrix. Not actually, but by placing the text and
graphics at the extreme limit of readability. Not so that these elements are unreadable in an
absolute sense—in other words, so that they escape comprehension—but that, within the
confines of the printed book,14 they reach a point indicative of unreadability. --The Third Mind,
p. 13

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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01.11.2016
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is elements placing text representation
it is, page of comprehension are the from
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exploded sense that is elements
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01.12.2016

permutation subsoil that graphics game
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||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

David Bowie: To a certain extent it’s a disadvantage for him that in certain circles today it’s not
exactly fashionable to listen to Bob Dylan.
Max Dax: Do you really think that something like that bothers someone like Dylan?
David Bowie: No, I don’t think so. I am actually pretty sure that he is totally immersed in what he
does. I mean, if he writes, then he writes. That means that when he writes, he writes for himself.
And not for anyone else. I’ve also experienced that if you have an audience, then you have an
audience. If you don’t have one, then you don’t have one. But when you have a task, a goal,
something that you can lose yourself in, then you just do it. Then one isn’t really interested in
being popular with one’s audience. Dylan is a writer in the original sense of the word: you write,
but you’re not a supplier for consumers. Period. End. (1997)

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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a long note

Inbox
x

Marco Giovenale

1:35 PM (21 hours ago)
to me
i'm also rethinking about "asemic".

maybe i'm influenced by the italian situation (itALIEN, weird, singular). here the vispo activity is
---by far--- less exciting and alive than in every other country, now.

the situation here has radically changed in the last 30-35 years. i don't see initiatives, exhibits,
mags, publishing houses etc, at the level of the ones working in the 60s and 70s and still alive in
part of the 80s. and i can't see anything i can compare to what i find in US, Canada, UK, France,
Sweden, Germany etc.

this is also true for experimental 'linear' poetry, ... but much, much more true for vispo.

most of the italian visual artists are painters, photographers, calligraphy practitioners, graphic
designers, video artists, bad filmmakers, some (many) mail artists, and maybe nothing else.
(that is not "nothing". at all. ok. but it's nothing compared to the lively world scene, or to the
italian scene we had a few decades ago).

so ... when the concept or idea of "asemic writing" crossed my path, i admit i contextualised it in
my (italian) world, letting the "asemic" label fill one peculiar space i could see and depict as a
poor area, seldom crossed by a few good isolated authors. i mean, the [verbo-]visual area. (an
area widowed by the disappearance of people like emilio villa, vincenzo accame, magdalo
mussio, patrizia vicinelli, and an overwhelming number of other names). (not to mention the
artists and people who still work but absolutely quit any kind of vispo).



so i immediately felt the idea of "asemic" as _exclusively_ graphic. i didn't and don't apply the
term to linear poetry or alphabetic experiments. etc.

this is also due to the fact that, for an english speaking person, the term "poetry" may cover a
really wide range of experiments, while in italy ---and france--- it has a specific and exhausted
and boring sole meaning. (and: this is why in france and recently also in italy the term
"post-poetry" came into use; and i myself accept it and put my linear work almost entirely into a
prose or post-poetry zone/area).

so i applied and now am used to apply the label "asemic" only to doodles, cacography (joke for:
ugly writing, the opposite of calligraphy), brut scribbles, baby graffiti, unknown signs, glyphs far
from being seen as bearers of any already known meaning, etc.

and i still feel this is the case. it's hard for me to consider any other sign, be it text or image
(distorted poetry, weird prose, heaps of _recognizable_ letters and symbols, abstract art etc) as
"asemic". my brain has different reactions in those cases. so the red led "asemic" turns on and
shines bright in me exclusively when i see graphic 'things' acting like written known language &
belonging to no language at all.

under that respect, i feel and think and see/believe that asemic writing actually *do* exist. as a
(purely merely classificatory) label which refers to what (_to me_) seems to be letters and
sentences but is not. i empathize with what de villo sloan wrote in 2011: "reflecting writing, but
not completely existing as a traditional writing system, asemic writing seeks to make the reader
hover in a state between reading and looking".

that said, i absolutely think that we do not need any label to make works, and to go back to
previous experiments. more. i think that labels are dangerous, harmful.

but... sure... i also am a man of peace. so i naively use the term "asemic" freely. every time the
red led is on.

i often ---imprudently--- do not consider people could disagree or (always a crazy surprise for
me) _suffer_ for my use of the term "asemic".

more.
it seems to me that many visual poets feel the "asemic" thing(s) as something bad and illegally
spreading. a shockingly wicked virus attacking meaning etc.

apart from the fact that attacking some (established) meaning and also the neverending western
logos _in toto_ may be (of course) definitely welcome. i also see that "meaning" si anyhow
everywhere. meaning and its inseparable counterpart & spouse, nonmeaning, are attached to
our skin. they _are_ our skin.



nothing (human) can be devoid of meaning. each and every thing lies in the limitless 'pansemia'
that makes us human.

so: i don't catch the point (maybe because my english is constantly under a kind of *italian*
x-rays effect, and i can't appreciate the nuances in english, since i go through the words just
pinning them onto a flat wall). (i mean: italian things i think in english risk to loose their shadows
soon after their birth on the page, my fault, my vault). (is it nietzsche? midday? the loss of the
shadow... maybe).

so:  i don't catch the point because i always think (in italian) that 'pansemia' and "senso" (italian
word) are evidently everywhere. i think that everyone agrees about that.

so if i define a scribble or a bunch of works "asemic" i don't fall into a black hole devoid of
"senso".

my favourite reader of kant is emilio garroni. he never writes "senso" alone (like something
gained and caught once and forever). he always writes "senso-non-senso", just like a single
word.

it's escher. and this is so deeply rooted in me, as to make difficult for me to understand that
people sometimes do not accept the very idea of "non-senso" [which is, to say the truth, slightly
different from "non significante"].

we are made of bones and our bones host tunnels. (we are actually made of tunnels, spaces
among atoms, water, silences, nonvision, deaf zones, dead time crumbs, blots. these blank
spaces are _not_ a mere foreground for the "senso" to show its merry peaks. they are particles
of "senso" itself. that is a paradox. of course i think humans are paradoxes).

this is why i often really cannot see any problem in labelling a thing as "asemic". to me it's a(n
avoidable) pure label, saying that something resembles a written sentence in some language
while stopping a (flickering) moment before reaching the 'status' of language. nothing else.

i don't think it is telling me things or language or both are nothing. or that they're devoid of
meaning. (be it so! ... the lack of meaning is so meaningful!)

far from feeling depressed facing an asemic thing, i feel myself engaged in the "hovering" i
mentioned above. i feel alive. exactly in(side) the struggle between (the act of) recognition and a
free flight far from an already framed (mode of) recognition.

ok... i know i spoke too much. and i didn't reply to a single email you sent! (or to many?)...

i try to promise i'll write again asap...



meanwhile, hugs from
marcasemic

!!!

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

2:12 PM (20 hours ago)
to Marco
excellent, Marco -- this is great! it is very helpful and works perfectly for me as a response to my
most recent barrage of emails.

here is the thing for me: the asemic is beginning to appear as if it belongs to a transcendent
realm beyond the human struggle for and with meaning(s). that i think is what primarily bothers
pete, and if so i am in agreement. the asemic exists as an unattainable ideal, perhaps, and as
an idea we might have as humans of getting beyond our existential agon with/in the human
world of ubiquitous meaning(s). so, when something is labeled as asemic, for me it needs to
retain, explicitly, that sense of struggle, in and with the production of meanings. in this sense i do
think of Gysin/Burroughs and Michaux as sharing perhaps the most important quality of asemic
writing, with a very strong emphasis here on the word WRITING, which is that asemic writing is
a extreme form of writing against itself. asemic writing is a battlefield in language against
language.
i should say, as clearly as i can, that my insistence on this perspective isn't about theory, it's
about trying to be as accurate and as honest as i can be in describing how the current "asemic
movement" came into being. i am trying to describe what happened. theory will go wherever it
wants to go, but my function in all of this is not to make theory, it is to give theory an accurate
historical foundation on which to build. what actually happened is important. theory can do a lot
of things, but it cannot be permitted to rewrite history. nobody anywhere would be doing what
they are currently doing with something called asemic writing if not for the history of the usage
of the term over the past 20 years. that has to matter to everyone who is serious about this
subject.

thanks, Marco.
Marco Giovenale9:55 PM (13 hours ago)
that is great. agree!

Marco Giovenale



9:57 PM (13 hours ago)
to me
"my function in all of this is not to make theory, it is to give theory an accurate historical
foundation on which to build. what actually happened is important. theory can do a lot of things,
but it cannot be permitted to rewrite history"

same for me. absolutely.
it's the ground.

(but i should say i agree with all of your emails about that...)

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

recently

Inbox
x

Marco Giovenale

9:53 PM (13 hours ago)
to me
i recently got in touch with tomaso binga, alias bianca menna (widow of the critic filiberto
menna, who wrote important essays on 20th century avantgardes). i'll soon talk with her about
her art.

she has been performing for years with sound etc, more than with graphic works. (i admit i don't
like her performances and poetry). and she also made beautiful graphic works and drawings in
the 70s and later. some of them were "scritture desemantizzate" (1972-76, "desemantized
writings"? "desemanticized writings"?), and they perfectly resemble asemic works. they actually
*are* asemic stuff (seen with our eyes, today, of course).

for what i know, in those years experiments of this kind were not so rare in italy. i think of
vincenzo accame. or magdalo mussio. about him, adriano spatola says (in "toward total poetry",



1969 and 1978, transl. by otis publishing in 2008, page 60) that his *calligraphy* "becomes or
aspires to become illegible".

it's the same with franz mon (lamberto pignotti focuses on his works and on spatola's in a book,
on "la poesia verbo-visiva", published in 1980, which for me is a sort of bible, sometimes a
better survey than "toward total poetry").

in 1947 and later, several times, Bruno Munari invented "scritture illeggibili di popoli sconosciuti"
(illegible writings from unknown people).

all of these pieces (particularly the ones from the 70s: i mentioned only a few from a thick
series) of an interesting and (i think) coherent puzzle seem to point to an idea of handwritten
and/or cursive letters (sometimes printed glyphs, unknown shapes) which are "illeggibili",
"illegible", "desemantizzate", "desemanti[ci]zed", "asemantiche", but not *meaningless* ---if
"meaningless" is what absolutely does not make sense, wiping all the lights and the codes off
the common ground, producing a sort of semiotic black hole swallowing the reader and the
book.

if i see a good asemic page, i jump up and feel i'm just making a kind of hyper-meaningful
experience. just *because* the text has no linguistic meaning, and at the same time my eye
scans the page in search of it.

i think this is the way an italian reader (who in the past appreciated spatola, mussio, accame,
blank, binga etc etc etc) normally looks at asemic stuff made right now.
with an idea of continuity in mind.

even if there hasn't been something like "a movement" or an "asemic consciousness" (!) in the
60s & 70s & 80s. there was no need of movements or definitions: the works spoke for
themselves, they were so many, a constellation, a galaxy. experiments with *illegibility* (!) were
in the air.

so... i think there's either no gap or interruption of some sort of (artistic) line AND no pressing
need of defining/labelling it.

and... in case of need, i may simply say: just label the work then don't mind the label !

hugs!
m

2016-01-10 20:01 GMT+01:00 Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>:
>



> pete actually has some very important points if one is able to fight through his offensive
verbiage.
> i know what he's upset about, but i can't get him to change how he expresses himself.
>
> part of my recent effort has been to narrow the range of the definition of asemic writing. the
narrower the definition, the
> more useful the term. if it simply exists as a kind of ubiquitous ambient potential for human
experience, then it really is
> just another new age notion, and it functions culturally as a genuinely dangerous contaminant.
>
> i insist on the actual history of this particular time-period, 1997 to the present, because this is
the time period in which
> what has come to be known as the asemic movement exists.
>
> the 1974 article you posted recently (The Asemic Writing of Irma Blank) is interesting and
important, but it exists among
> the ancestors of the asemic writing movement. in itself, it did not create or even influence the
current movement, and
> also in itself it did not spawn a movement
>
> i will continue insisting that there is no such thing as asemic writing, and never has been.
there is no such thing as
> asemic anything. if we are to continue using the term at all, it is absolutely essential to insist
that nothing in human
> experience has ever been or will ever be asemic. if we can establish that as a foundation, then
we can use the term
> without causing any damage. if we use the term in any other sense, then we, whether
intentionally or not, run the very
> real risk of causing permanent damage -- not just to poetry in general and visual poetry in
particular, but to the entire
> range of activities and experiences even potentially included in or influenced by the
experiences of reading and writing.
>
> i've said all of this before, in different words. you've seen all of it. i recast these ideas here in
an attempt to demonstrate
> why i think pete's position is important. he is not passionate for no reason. his voice is in fact
essential to the current
> discussion. the problem with pete is that his personal attacks on people tend to exclude him
from being included in
> the larger discussion. that is very unfortunate. so, i will be sure to include him. he's very smart.
he cares. i consider
> him a friend. i've known him for over 20 years. he can be absolutely impossible to deal with. i
have known that too, for



> over 20 years.
>
> On Sun, Jan 10, 2016 at 12:39 PM, Marco Giovenale <mgiovenale@gmail.com> wrote:
>>
>> jim thank you, your mails are fundamental. i'll write you soon.
>>
>> i tried to reply to pete but i am perfectly conscious he (like many people i don't understand)
will always live in a red alarm pre-war state of mind.
>>
>> maybe he doesn't feel he's alive unless he fights against some shape or shadow he himself
traces in the sand.
>>
>> sorry for that...

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

10:51 PM (12 hours ago)
to Marco
this is important, and is already shifting some of my thinking:

"i think this is the way an italian reader (who in the past appreciated spatola, mussio, accame,
blank, binga etc etc etc) normally looks at asemic stuff made right now.
with an idea of continuity in mind.

even if there hasn't been something like "a movement" or an "asemic consciousness" (!) in the
60s & 70s & 80s. there was no need of movements or definitions: the works spoke for
themselves, they were so many, a constellation, a galaxy. experiments with *illegibility* (!) were
in the air. "

so --my activity for the rest of the night: i am leaving this email open, so i can search for images
by and information about the people you mention.
i need to learn more about all of them. i will do that now.

thanks, marco. ongoing research & ongoing education.

Marco Giovenale

2:16 AM (8 hours ago)
to me

Thanks a lot to you, Jim !
I myself will post stuff as soon as I can.



You can find a couple of pieces by Mussio @ gammm.org (look for "mussio" in the index page).
Best!!

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

3:04 AM (8 hours ago)
to Marco
i am learning tonight that i have not previously understood the specific Italian perspective on the
relationship of asemic writing to calligraphic practices. this clears up some things. i have spent
the past 4 hours looking and now i can at least understand this:

"even if there hasn't been something like "a movement" or an "asemic consciousness" (!) in the
60s & 70s & 80s. there was no need of movements or definitions: the works spoke for
themselves, they were so many, a constellation, a galaxy. experiments with *illegibility* (!) were
in the air.

so... i think there's either no gap or interruption of some sort of (artistic) line AND no pressing
need of defining/labelling it."

the truth is, there is absolutely no need  whatsoever for the label "asemic writing". if it wasn't
necessary in Italy in the 1970s, then it could never be necessary anywhere, at any time. i am
laughing quietly as i type this. it is good to know this.

i have been feeling lately like i have probably done enough in relation to this subject. finding
those old texts at the m.a.g. site and seeing all of the dates and references there served to
intensify those feelings. now i don't have to make the effort to convince people of the connection
(in my mind and in my activities in the mid to late 90s) between for example Abulafia's letter
combinations and the origins of asemic writing. it's all there.

and now this email from you. it is the first time i have seen  this expressed this way. you are right
(and, by the way, i think pete would agree with you to).  excellent, Marco. thank you once again.
you had perfect timing with this particular email.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

3:33 AM (7 hours ago)
to Marco
https://www.flickr.com/photos/textimagepoetry/albums/72157662752933069

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||



Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 10 (2 days ago)
to Marco
in The Third Mind, pages 9 and 10 of this pdf
http://nikoskorpio.net/log/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/William-S.-Burroughs-and-Brion-Gysin-Th
e-Third-Mind-complete.pdf

7. The cut-up, that mechanical method of shredding texts in a ruthless machine ("Take a page
of text and trace a median line vertically and horizontally./ You now have four blocks of text: 1, 2,
3, and 4./ Now cut along the lines and put block 4 alongside block 1, block 3 alongside block 2.
Read the rearranged page"),3 a machine that could upset semantic order—that method has a
history that goes back to Dada. In his Manifestos Tristan Tzara set down the principle of cutting
up the pages of a newspaper, throwing the words into a hat, and pulling them out at random.
Shortly thereafter, Marcel Duchamp, in his Rendezvous du Dimanche 6 fevrier a 1 h 3/4
apres-midi, placed four apparently unrelated texts in four divisions of a square. Such are the
ancestors of this technique, but they are distant ancestors, exemplary in their own way, yet they
made no attempt to establish a new form of readability.

Marco Giovenale

9:12 PM (14 hours ago)
to me
perfect! "distant ancestors".
it's the same with asemics. (and all the times i find links to past works of art, i consider them this
way)
:)

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

10:35 PM (12 hours ago)
to Marco
that is what i think, exactly, that it is the same with asemics.

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||



De Villo Sloan shared a link.

Yesterday at 6:38pm ·
David Bowie explained how he used 'cut ups' to create lyrics - BBC News
David Bowie, speaking in a BBC documentary, explained how he came up with his songs.
BBC.COM
LikeCommentShare
You, De Villo Sloan, Picasso Gaglione, Rafael González and 16 others like this.
9 comments
3 shares

Comments

Proud Bozo ive been looking for something like this!
Like · Reply · Yesterday at 7:01pm
Alicia Starr Ryan Poetry in it's finest. Cut ups, no ego and what happens is beyond my abilities
so I take what appears and run with it. All good.
Like · Reply · Yesterday at 9:27pm
De Villo Sloan Yes, Bowie was very candid about using William Burroughs' cut-up technique in
song writing. The second stanza of "Life on Mars" is one of the real triumphs (after the chorus:
"Lennon/Lenin's on sale again:). Cut-up is interesting; but as many know, the results can be
mixed. Bowie made it work on a massive scale, IMHO.
Like · Reply · 14 hrs · Edited
Picasso Gaglione the Dadaist did this back in 1916 ,,,,nothing is new...
Like · Reply · 2 · 11 hrs
De Villo Sloan Picasso, you probably know this is another one of those endless debates that
has been going on for a long time. A lot of it, to me, has to do with deflating the credit that is
usually given to W.S. Burroughs. Harold Norse, for instance, claimed to have been the real
inventor of the cut-up. There are some deep philosophical differences between the DaDa
collage and the "Beat" cut-up in terms of theory, although the activities are very similar. It's like
Fluxus. I could write: "The Dadaists did that back in 1916." But Fluxus did become something
very different from DaDa. The avant is now a tradition with tropes. That's been my take on it.
Percy Shelley wrote a sonnet. I could say: "Shakespeare did that back in the 17th century." Ya
know? Doesn't reflect badly on Shelley or Shakespeare.
Unlike · Reply · 4 · 10 hrs
Picasso Gaglione Well said dear DE VLLO......but see TRISTAN TZARA.....how to make a Dada
poem.
Like · Reply · 8 hrs
Picasso Gaglione PS....DARLING DARLENE performed the cut-up poem score at the STAMP
ART MUSEUM...... some time ago.
Like · Reply · 8 hrs



Jim Leftwich Gerard-Georges Lemaire, ‘23 Stitches Taken by Gerard-Georges Lemaire and 2
Points of Order by Brion Gysin’
7. The cut-up, that mechanical method of shredding texts in a ruthless machine ("Take a page of
text and trace a median line vertically and horizontally./ You now have four blocks of text: 1, 2, 3,
and 4./ Now cut along the lines and put block 4 alongside block 1, block 3 alongside block 2.
Read the rearranged page"), a machine that could upset semantic order—that method has a
history that goes back to Dada. In his Manifestos Tristan Tzara set down the principle of cutting
up the pages of a newspaper, throwing the words into a hat, and pulling them out at random.
Shortly thereafter, Marcel Duchamp, in his Rendezvous du Dimanche 6 fevrier a 1 h 3/4
apres-midi, placed four apparently unrelated texts in four divisions of a square. Such are the
ancestors of this technique, but they are distant ancestors, exemplary in their own way, yet they
made no attempt to establish a new form of readability.
in William S. Burrough and Brion Gysin, The Third Mind
(p. 9 and 10, here: http://nikoskorpio.net/.../William-S.-Burroughs-and-Brion...)

later in the same book (p. 17), this is the first paragraph in The Cut-Up Method of Brion Gysin,
by William Burroughs:
At a surrealist rally in the 1920s Tristan Tzara the man from nowhere proposed to create a
poem on the spot by pulling words out of a hat. A riot ensued wrecked the theater. Andre Breton
expelled Tristan Tzara from the movement and grounded the cutups on the Freudian couch.
Like · Reply · 1 · 7 hrs
Picasso Gaglione Breton was a ass.....
Unlike · Reply · 1 · 7 hrs
Write a reply...

Robin Tomens Contrary to what we'd like to believe he didn't use it much. In his favourite book
list from a while back, as I recall, there wasn't even one WSB novel.
Like · Reply · 1 · 10 hrs
De Villo Sloan I feel your pain, Robin, especially given the bad timing of your now infamous
"Bowie will sink the internet" pronouncement/prophecy. So true. More salt in the wound in terms
of Bowie being elevated to the pinnacle of avant
writing:http://www.openculture.com/.../bowie-cut-up-technique.html
How David Bowie, Kurt Cobain & Thom Yorke Write Songs With…
OPENCULTURE.COM
Like · Reply · 1 · 10 hrs
Robin Tomens At last, infamy. They missed a chance to namecheck The Mugwumps.
Like · Reply · 1 · 7 hrs
Jim Leftwich De Villo Sloan, Burroughs & Bowie in Rolling Stone, 1974:
Bowie: Nova Express really reminded me of Ziggy Stardust, which I am going to be putting into
a theatrical performance. Forty scenes are in it and it would be nice if the characters and actors
learned the scenes and we all shuffled them around in a hat the afternoon of the performance
and just performed it as the scenes come out. I got this all from you, Bill... so it would change
every night.



Burroughs: That's a very good idea, visual cut-up in a different sequence.

Bowie: I get bored very quickly and that would give it some new energy. I'm rather kind of old
school, thinking that when an artist does his work it's no longer his....

http://www.rollingstone.com/.../beat-godfather-meets...
Beat Godfather Meets Glitter Mainman
ROLLINGSTONE.COM
Like · Reply · Remove Preview · 6 hrs · Edited
Jim Leftwich from the same 1974 Rolling Stone article:
Burroughs: What is your inspiration for writing, is it literary?
Bowie: I don't think so.
Burroughs: Well, I read this eight-line poem of yours and it is very reminiscent of T.S. Eliot.
Bowie: Never read him.
Burroughs: [Laughs] It is very reminiscent of "Waste Land." Do you get any of your ideas from
dreams?
Bowie: Frequently.
Burroughs: I get 70% of mine from dreams.
Like · Reply · 1 · 6 hrs
Write a reply...

Larry Oberc https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brion_Gysin
Brion Gysin - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
EN.WIKIPEDIA.ORG
Like · Reply · 10 hrs
De Villo Sloan Thx Larry, Gysin is probably the real hero in terms of pioneering the cut-up AND
contributing (oh no) to asemic writing. Gysin claimed he was expelled from Surrealism by
Breton, although that is apparently not what really happened. But Gysin did come away from
Surrealism with a considerable bag of tricks, IMHO.
Unlike · Reply · 3 · 10 hrs
Write a reply...
De Villo Sloan BTW - Genesis P-Orridge's association with Burroughs is more interesting.
Like · Reply · 1 · 4 hrs
Picasso Gaglione Anna Banana and myself stayed with Genesis P- Orridge in London in
1978...during our Italian Futurist performance tour....was interresting.....
Like · Reply · 3 hrs
Picasso Gaglione he also hung out with us in San Francisco......
Like · Reply · 3 hrs
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anything fusion unreadable listen
and quarters combines two
adventures the plastic continue
they midway escape house



climate tendency expressed the
perspective years ticket
speechless transitory subsoil
that read other designs
limitations sense knows that
beginning who few wanted
energy conversion game choice
language disregard entire
machine harmony much main
disgusting politicians make
journeys tastes that happen
in and smoke think what
the youth the minutes the
account news sing grease the
the reality dimension shortly
handwriting touch torch teach
the structures artificial access
that announced but time
unreadability nervous trespasses
representation advocates text
silence within what could of
comprehension synesthetic plunder
are hectic no loonger lack

energy conversion choice
representation advocates
silence within what of
language disregard
machine harmony main
disgusting politicians
journeys tastes happen
are hectic no lack
in and smoke think
anything fusion listen
and quarters combines
adventures the continue
they midway escape
climate tendency the
perspective years



speechless subsoil
that read other
limitations sense that
beginning who few
the youth the the
account news sing grease
the reality shortly
handwriting touch torch
the structures access
that announced but
unreadability trespasses
comprehension synesthetic

silence within what
disregard
machine harmony
politicians
journeys tastes
they midway
climate the
perspective
energy conversion
advocates
subsoil
that read
limitations that
beginning who
the youth the
account news sing
the shortly
handwriting touch
the access
that announced
trespasses
comprehension
are hectic lack
in and smoke
anything listen
and quarters



adventures continue

silence within what advocates
disregard machine harmony
politicians journeys tastes
they midway climate the
perspective energy conversion
that read limitations that
beginning who the youth the
account news sing the shortly
handwriting touch the access
that announced trespasses
comprehension are hectic lack
in and smoke anything listen
and quarters adventures continue

and in comprehension that handwriting
account beginning that perspective
they politicians disregard silence

continue
listen
lack trespasses
access shortly the
that conversion
the tastes harmony advocates



01.14.2016

advocates silence within what
harmony disregard machine
tastes politicians journeys
the climate they midway
conversion perspective energy
limitations that that read
the beginning who the youth
shortly account news sing the
access handwriting touch the
trespasses that announced
lack comprehension are hectic
listen in and smoke anything
continue and quarters adventures

what advocates silence within
machine harmony disregard
journeys tastes politicians
midwife the climate they
energy conversion perspective
that read limitations that
the youth the beginning who
sing the shortly account news
touch the access handwriting
trespasses announced that
lack hectic comprehension are
glisten in and smote anything
adventures continue and quarters
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from
REMEMBERING HAROLD NORSE
by Eddie Woods
Now to flash forward for a moment. Then forward again. Before getting back to the Harold
Norse Of Course reading. And its lively aftermath. When I was tidying up Harold's temporary
quarters after his departure (not that there was much to tidy, unlike in the wake of Micheline's
week-long maelstrom residency in '82!), I discovered a scrap of notepaper filled with seemingly
random yet fevered jottings in Harold's hand. Unfortunately I neglected to make a photocopy of
said scribbling before sending it off to Stanford University with the rest of my archive. And thus
have to paraphrase from memory. But clear memory as to the essence, so penetrating was the
impression it left. It went something like: 'Never acknowledged me. Didn't give me credit. The
cut-ups. Everything else. My role in his book...' But what mostly stood out was a name: 'Brion.'

Six years later, in Memoirs of a Bastard Angel, Harold would elaborate on this lingering
resentment toward an individual for whom he'd initially had warm and admiring feelings:

"Without my prodding and editing, as he admitted, Gysin would not have produced his first
writings on cut-ups, which have now become the handbook for the method. It also resulted in
his novel The Process. In his writings and interviews no mention is made of this indebtedness...

"If, at Burroughs' insistence, I had not moved into the Beat Hotel, if I hadn't hounded Gysin to
write about cut-ups and edited them and gotten them published, would he have written at
all?...Would Brion have had a Dreamachine? Or his Permutations (poems) recorded by the
BBC, and so on?

"'Only you ever encouraged me to the point of bullying, Harold' [Brion later wrote me]. 'You're
responsible for THE PROCESS. It grew out of that time you set me to writing something and I
obeyed you...I summon you to stir up a controversy and save me on this writing course you set
me on, Harold Norse, when you were sitting down there in Room Nine on your rotting
vegetables.'"

Harold goes on to detail the history of his collaboration with Gysin. How he urged Brion to
write about his relationship with Bill Burroughs and cut-ups. His dogged persistence finally
paying off, despite Brion's despondent doubts about his own worth as both a painter and a
writer. Within a month a bulky manuscript was plunged into Harold's hands. Accompanied by a
demand that Harold "clean up the mess" that Brion held him responsible for. A task Harold dove
into with unbridled eagerness. Blue-pencilling, deleting, slashing, revising, condensing,
rewriting. The works. Then doing it again and again after Brion had done his own rewrites. "It
was major surgery," Harold writes, "a Caesarean. This was our baby." Brion christened the
offspring "Cut-Ups: Project for a Disastrous Success." Whereupon Harold arranged for its partial
publication in Evergreen Review; and also in Ira Cohen's magazine Gnaoua, where it appeared
alongside excerpts from Burroughs' The Soft Machine, Ian Sommerville's permutated photo
experiment "Mr and Mrs D," and Harold's own cut-up fiction "Sniffing Keyholes." Joy all around.
Until some years later. After vowing that were any book of the writings Harold had midwifed



someday compiled it would be dedicated to him, Brion reneged on his pledge. Even telling
Harold to his face: "My novel, The Process, is being published by Doubleday, but I am not
dedicating it to you."

"I didn't ask why," Harold continues his narrative. "I already knew. No good deed goes
unpunished. He was editing me out.

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

from
LITERARY LIFE OF THINGUM BOB, ESQ.
by Edgar Allan Poe
LATE EDITOR OF THE "GOOSETHERUMFOODLE" BY HIMSELF
(1850)

Toward the end of this interview with Mr. Crab, who really appeared to take a paternal interest in
my welfare, he suggested to me that I might turn an honest penny, and at the same time,
advance my reputation, by occasionally playing Thomas Hawk for the "Lollypop." I begged Mr.
Crab to inform me who was Mr. Thomas Hawk, and how it was expected that I should play him.

Here Mr. Crab again "made great eyes" (as we say in Germany), but at length, recovering
himself from a profound attack of astonishment, he assured me that he employed the words
"Thomas Hawk" to avoid the colloquialism, Tommy, which was low- but that the true idea was
Tommy Hawk- or tomahawk- and that by "playing tomahawk" he referred to scalping,
brow-beating, and otherwise using- up the herd of poor-devil authors.

I assured my patron that, if this was all, I was perfectly resigned to the task of playing Thomas
Hawk. Hereupon Mr. Crab desired me to use up the editor of the "Gad-Fly" forthwith, in the
fiercest style within the scope of my ability, and as a specimen of my powers. This I did, upon
the spot, in a review of the original "Oil-of-Bob," occupying thirty-six pages of the "Lollipop." I
found playing Thomas Hawk, indeed, a far less onerous occupation than poetizing; for I went
upon system altogether, and thus it was easy to do the thing thoroughly well. My practice was
this. I bought auction copies (cheap) of "Lord Brougham's speeches," "Cobbett's Complete
Works," the "New Slang-Syllabus," the "Whole Art of Snubbing," "Prentice's Billingsgate" (folio
edition), and "Lewis G. Clarke on Tongue." These works I cut up thoroughly with a curry-comb,
and then, throwing the shreds into a sieve, sifted out carefully all that might be thought decent (a
mere trifle); reserving the hard phrases, which I threw into a large tin pepper-castor with
longitudinal holes, so that an entire sentence could get through without material injury. The
mixture was then ready for use. When called upon to play Thomas Hawk, I anointed a sheet of
foolscap with the white of a gander's egg; then, shredding the thing to be reviewed as I had



previously shredded the books- only with more care, so as to get every word separate- I threw
the latter shreds in with the former, screwed on the lid of the castor, gave it a shake, and so
dusted out the mixture upon the egged foolscap; where it stuck. The effect was beautiful to
behold. It was captivating. Indeed, the reviews I brought to pass by this simple expedient have
never been approached, and were the wonder of the world. At first, through bashfulness- the
result of inexperience- I was a little put out by a certain inconsistency- a certain air of the bizarre
(as we say in France), worn by the composition as a whole. All the phrases did not fit (as we say
in the Anglo-Saxon). Many were quite awry. Some, even, were upside-down; and there were
none of them which were not in some measure, injured in regard to effect, by this latter species
of accident, when it occurred- with the exception of Mr. Lewis Clarkes paragraphs, which were
so vigorous and altogether stout, that they seemed not particularly disconcerted by any extreme
of position, but looked equally happy and satisfactory, whether on their heads, or on their heels.

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Al Filreis
from  the 1960 blog
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 2007

minutes to go
One day in late September 1959, Brion Gysin was mounting some drawings in his hotel room.
Cutting the boards with his knife, he also sliced through a pile of old newspapers that he'd
placed under the boards to protect his table. When he was done cutting the boards, he noticed
that the New York Herald Tribune had been sliced in strips and that the words in print lined up
and could be read across the sliced strips. This combined stories from different pages. He loved
the results.

By the time William S. Burroughs returned to the hotel (he'd been lunching with reporters), Brion
was almost hysterical with excitement about his discovery. The two began to experiment with
the process, soon calling it "Cut-ups."
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wheat advocates silence within
mad chin harmony disk regard
sojourn keys tastes politicians
midwife the climb ate they
energy cone version perspective
hat bread limitations hat
the mouth the beginning whole
sling them shortly account news
pouch the access handwriting
trees passes announced that
flack arctic comprehension bare
glisten fin and mote anything
adventures coin tin glue quarters

01.15.2016

heat fad vocable tease silence within
mode hint harmony risk regard
sojourn keys wastes politicians
hot read limitations halt
the mount the beginning hole
slang them shortly account newts
pounce the access handwriting
trees past announced what
flock arctic comprehension snare
glisten finial and moat anything
adventures corn thin glue quarters
midlife the limb fate they
energy clone version perspires invective

sojourn keys wastes politicians



hot read salt limitations halt
the mount the hat beginning hole
slang them shortly account newts
pounce the access handwriting
regard trees past announced what
flock arctic comprehension snare
heat fad vocable tease silence
within mode hint harmony risk
glisten finial and moat anything
adventures corn thin glue quarters
midlife the limb fate they energy
clone version perspires invective

so-called read salt limitations halt
peppers them shortly account newts
clamor the access handwriting
elegant trees past announced what
coastal arctic comprehension snare
paper fad vocable tease silence
dispensed mode hint harmony risk
rattling finial and moat anything
calendar corn thin glue quarters
smells the limb fate they energy
dances keys wastes politicians
sunlight version perspires invective
movement mount the hat beginning hole

mount the hat beginning superimposed
so-called read salt limitations
stereotyping peppers them shortly
account social clamor the access
celebrates elegant trees past
announced documents coastal arctic
comprehension bouquet movement
paper fad vocable tease domestic



ego dispensed mode hint harmony
materializing rattling finial and
moat subjects calendar corn thin
glue muteness smells the limb fate
they kitchen dances keys wastes
militant sunlight version perspires

so-called read intensive limitations
stereotyping peppers the young moth
account social clamor signs flowing
celebrates elegant cut/want bars
announced documents lattice militant
sunlight penetrating perspires they
mount the hat situatic superimposed
kitchen rope succumbing wastes glue
mutagenic smells the precarious fate
comprehension mirrors axis reflects
paper fad vocable frenetic domestic
ego dispensed mode sensual harmony
materializing rattling subtexts and
moat subjects calendar warning thin

paper said vocable frenetic domestic
ego critiques mode sensual harmony
the word read intensive limitations
stereotyping writing the young moth
mutagenic unsaid precarious fate
collective mirrors axis reflects
concessions rattling subtexts and
swirling subjects calendar warning
account social rhythm signs flowing
celebrates elegant conceptual bars
announced documents lattice serial
sunlight penetrating nothing they
mount the hat ongoing superimposed



market rope succumbing wastes glue

so-called read intensive shape
stereotyping peppers the language moth
account social immediately signs flowing
celebrates elegant letter bars
announced painting lattice militant
signs penetrating perspires they
mount signifiers hat situatic superimposed
kitchen rope words wastes glue
mutagenic smells the drawings fate
comprehension mirrors axis stating
paper fad vocable staring domestic
ego dispensed seeing sensual harmony
marbleized rattling subtexts and
moat literacy calendar warning thin

superimposed the hat situatic
glue rope succumbing wastes
fate smells the precarious
comprehension mirrors axis
domestic fad vocable frenetic
limitations read intensive
moth peppers the young
flowing social clamor signs
bars elegant cut/want
militant documents lattice
they penetrating perspires
harmony dispensed mode sensual
and rattling subtexts
thin subjects calendar warning



so-called intensive limitations
mount situatic hat superimposed
kitchen wastes succumbing glue
ego sensual mode harmony
materializing subtexts and
stereotyping young the moth
account signs clamor flowing
celebrates cut/want bars
announced lattice militant
sunlight perspires they
moat warning calendar thin
mutagenic precarious the fate
comprehension axis reflects
paper frenetic vocable domestic

so-called intensive read
stereotyping the young peppers
account clamor signs social
celebrates cut/want elegant
announced lattice documents
sunlight perspires penetrating
mount hat situatic the
kitchen succumbing wastes rope
mutagenic the precarious smells
comprehension axis mirrors
paper vocable frenetic fad
ego mode sensual dispensed
materializing subtexts rattling
moat calendar warning subjects

so-called limitations intensive
stereotyping moth the young
account flowing clamor signs
celebrates bars cut/want



announced militant lattice
sunlight they perspires
mount superimposed hat situatic
kitchen glue succumbing wastes
mutagenic fate the precarious
comprehension reflects axis
paper domestic vocable frenetic
ego harmony mode sensual
materializing and subtexts
moat thin calendar warning

materializing materializing subtexts and
moat moat calendar warning thin
so-called so-called intensive limitations
stereotyping stereotyping the young moth
account account clamor signs flowing
celebrates celebrates cut/want bars
paper paper vocable frenetic domestic
ego ego mode sensual harmony
announced announced lattice militant
sunlight sunlight perspires they
mount mount hat situatic superimposed
kitchen kitchen succumbing wastes glue
mutagenic mutagenic the precarious fate
comprehension comprehension axis reflects


